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GPS Civil Signal Self-Interference Mitigation
During Weak Signal Acquisition

Yu T. Morton, Mikel Miller, James Tsui, David Lin, and
Qihou Zhou

Abstract—Current global positioning system receivers can acquire weak
satellite signals with = 15 dB/Hz if there is no self-interference
from other strong satellite signals. This correspondence presents a com-
putational efficient partitioned subspace projection method to mitigate the
self-interference. The method is evaluated using simulated signals and a
block-based weak signal acquisition algorithm.

Index Terms—Global positioning system (GPS) receiver, partitioned sub-
space projection, self-interference mitigation, weak signal acquisition.

I. INTRODUCTION

The global positioning system (GPS) is a direct-sequence spread-
spectrum (DS-SS) code-division multiple access (CDMA) system. The
L1 band GPS civil signals use 1023-chip pseudorandom (PRN) se-
quences (C/A code) with a chip rate of 1.023 MHz to modulate the
1.57542 GHz carrier. A GPS receiver acquires and tracks a satellite
signal by correlating the receiver input signal with a locally generated
carrier and a replicate C/A code sequence. Maximum correlation oc-
curs when the local carrier Doppler frequency and the replicate C/A
code phase match those of a satellite signal contained in the input.
During the acquisition of a weak signal, cross-correlation of the weak
signal with other strong signals in the input gives rise to two prob-
lems. First, the cross-correlation between the strong and the weak sig-
nals may be compatible with or surpass the weak signal autocorrela-
tion peak. Second, the cross-correlations between strong signals and a
weak signal’s local replicate contribute to the pre-detection noise floor,
effectively reducing the weak signal acquisition processing gain. [10]
showed that the self-interference can lead up to 9 dB processing gain
degradation in the weak signal acquisition.

The mitigation of self-interference on GPS signal acquisition was
dealt with in [4]–[6], [9], [14]. In [9], the self-interference problem is
encountered in a GPS system augmented by ground-based pseudolites.
A successive interference cancellation (SIC) technique is used to miti-
gate the pseudolites’ interferences. To acquire a very weak GPS signal
in the presence of other stronger GPS signals is more challenging be-
cause it involves extended coherent and non-coherent integration of the
incoming signals [1], [7], [11], [15]. The Doppler frequency and oscil-
lator effects may cause a noticeable interfering signal carrier and code
phase shift during the extended integration time, making it difficult to
maintain an accurate reconstruction of the interfering satellite signals.
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References [4] and [5] presented an innovative approach that utilized
modified despreading codes that were different from the weak signal
PRN code under acquisition. The modified despreading code was se-
lected to be orthogonal to the PRN codes of the strong signals in the
input. The method is attractive for lower-end GPS receivers with 1 to 2
bits ADCs because even strong GPS signals are well below the receiver
noise level. The SIC type approach will not be effective in eliminating
strong signals from the input. There are two drawbacks of the method.
First, because the relative Doppler frequencies of the interfering signals
continuously change, the despreading codes also have to be adjusted
accordingly. Secondly, it is difficult to find a despreading code that is
orthogonal to multiple strong satellite signals in the input.

The delayed parallel interference cancellation (DPIC) method pro-
posed by [6] handles the self-interference at the post-correlation stage.
The method estimates post-correlation cross correlation for each strong
signal, then subtracts the cross correlations from the input correlation
outputs. The method overcomes the ineffectiveness of strong signal
cancellation in receivers with low bit numbers. The disadvantage of the
method is that it requires additional correlators for each strong-weak
signal pair.

The subspace projection method is a technique that has found ap-
plications in rejecting interferences involving signals that are not or-
thogonal to each other [2], [3]. A number of problems for detecting
signals in subspace interference and broadband noise were formulated
in [13]. Several implementation approaches for applying the subspace
projection method to mitigate GPS self-interference were suggested in
[14]. Most of these methods require excessive computing power for
implementation of weak GPS signal acquisition. This correspondence
presents a computationally efficient approach that performs interfer-
ence subspace projection on partitioned input data blocks. A batch-
based weak GPS signal acquisition algorithm is used to evaluate the
effectiveness of this partitioned subspace interference cancellation ap-
proach. This correspondence discusses the interference subspace pro-
jection algorithm, presents simulation and analysis of the interference
cancellation residual errors, and evaluates the resulting weak signal ac-
quisition performance.

II. SELF-INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION USING SUBSPACE

PROJECTION METHOD

Vector-valued linear signal representation can be applied to a GPS
receiver’s digital input

~s =
$

S~as;

~w =
$

H~aw;

~y =~s+ ~w+ ~�: (1)

Here, ~y 2 Cn�1 contains the down-converted receiver baseband data
samples. ~s 2 Cn�1 and ~w 2 Cn�1 contain the strong and weak
signals, respectively.

$
S 2 Cn�m is a n�mmatrix whosem columns

represent m strong signal vectors with unit amplitude.
$
H 2 Cn�k is

a n� k matrix whose k columns represent k weak signal vectors with
unit amplitude. ~as 2 Cm�1 and ~aw 2 Ck�1 contain the amplitudes
of the strong and weak signal amplitudes, respectively. ~� 2 Cn�1 is
the receiver noise vector.

The strong signal subspace spanned by the columns of the matrix ~S

(denoted as hSi) and the weak signal subspace spanned by the columns

of matrix
$

H (denoted as hHi) are near orthogonal to each other. Using
notations developed in [3], Fig. 1 illustrates the relationship among the
input signal vector and its orthogonal and oblique projections onto its
member subspaces.PS ,PH , andPSH are the orthogonal projection op-
erators for projection onto the hSi, hHi, and the joint hSHi subspaces,
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Fig. 1. Illustrative view of input signal vector, its subspace components, and
orthogonal and oblique projections of the signal vector onto its subspaces.

respectively. The true vector weights of the strong and weak signals are
the oblique projections (EHS and ESH ) of the input signal vector onto
the strong and weak signal subspaces. The oblique projection operator
based detection test statistic of the subspace signal in structured sub-
space interference and noise was formulized by [2] and [13]. Reference
[14] applied the oblique projection operator EHS and the test statistics
described by [13] to replace the standard correlation process in GPS
signals acquisition. This test statistic, however, is computationally ex-
pensive. This is particularly true for weak signal processing, where an
extended input data length and hence very large matrix and vector sizes
are involved.

On the other hand, the orthogonal projection of the total input ~y onto
the strong signal subspace hSi, PS~y, is a good approximation of the
true strong signal contribution to the total input signal

PS~y =
$

S(
$

S
T$

S)�1
$

S
T

~y

=
$

S(
$

S
T$

S)�1
$

S
T

(
$

S~as +
$

H~aw + ~�) �
$

S~as + ~�0: (2)

The term [
$

S(
$

S
T$

S)�1(~ST
$

H)]~aw is the negligible cross-correla-
tion interference of the weak signals on the strong signals because it is
� 23:9 dB below the strong signal auto-correlation peak, and~jaW j �
~jaS j. The term ~�0 is the random noise projected onto the strong signal
subspace.

Equation (2) indicates that the projection of the input ~y onto the
strong signal subspace hSi is the sum of the strong satellite signals
and noise projection hSi. If we use PS~y as an estimate of the strong
signals, there are two main error terms: (1) �~� = ~� � ~�0, and (2) �~"
due to deviation of the tracked strong signal parameters (Doppler fre-
quency, carrier, and code phase) from their true values

�~y = ~y � Ps~y �
$

H~aw +�~v +�
*

� : (3)

If�~y is comparable with or below the receiver noise, the weak signal
acquisition procedure can be applied to�~y with negligible impact from
the strong signal interference.

III. PARTITIONED SUBSPACE PROJECTION RESIDUAL ERROR

To evaluate the projection error �~", we simulated an input signal
consisting of a strong and a weak GPS signal and random noise. We
constructed the strong signal subspace using the signal’s true code
phase, while allowing error in its Doppler frequency. We computed
the difference between the true strong signal and the projection as a
function of the Doppler frequency error �f . The projection was per-
formed over a 200-ms data interval to characterize the error associ-
ated with the typical data length used in the weak signal acquisition

Fig. 2. Comparison of a GPS signal (solid line) and its subspace projected ver-
sion (dashed line). The subspace signal contains a 3 Hz Doppler frequency error.
(a) Projection is performed for an entire 200-ms data. (b) Partitioned projection
is performed for each 10-ms blocks. The top panels contain the first and the last
50 samples while the lower panels contain the entire sequence of data samples.

process. Such an extended data length presents a significant amount
of error in the projection due to even a very small Doppler frequency
deviation. For example, if a strong signal Doppler frequency has a
tracking error of �f = 1:5 Hz, it will translate into a carrier phase
offset �� = 2��f � 200 ms = 0:6� over 200 ms. Projection of
the input onto a subspace with this type of misalignment will generate
unacceptable projection errors. Fig. 2(a) compares a GPS signal (solid
line) with its projection counterpart (dashed line) using �f = 3 Hz.
The signals are sampled at 5 MHz. The initial carrier and code phase of
the subspace is aligned with the true signal. The upper panel in Fig. 2(a)
contrasts the first and last 50 samples of the original and the projected
signal in 200-ms data. Notice the obvious difference in the last 50 sam-
ples. The lower panel plots the entire 200-ms data block and its projec-
tion. Note that the differences between the original and projected data
grow as the time increases.

In the partitioned projection approach, we divide the input data block
into L smaller subblocks of length T, as shown in Fig. 3. Within a sub-
block i(i = 1; 2; . . .L), a signal subspace is constructed using the code
phase n̂i, Doppler frequency f̂di, and initial carrier phase �̂i , generated
from the batch-based strong signal tracking algorithms for each sub-
block. Each subblock input signal is projected onto its corresponding
subspace.

Using the same data set in Fig. 2(a), we plotted the partitioned sub-
space projection results in Fig. 2(b). We chose a partition size of 10 ms.
Note the relatively small differences between the original and the pro-
jected signal throughout the entire 200-ms data sequence. To obtain a
more quantitative measure of the interference residual error using the
partitioned subspace projection procedure, we simulated strong signals
with signal to noise ratio SNR =�13 and� 19 dB (corresponding to
C=N0 = 50 and 44 dB/Hz, respectively) and computed their interfer-
ence residual error. We allowed �f to vary from 0 to 100 Hz. For each
�f value, we performed 50 simulations with randomly varying signal
carrier and code phase within their realistic range limits. To simplify the
comparisons, we generated the signals using normalized noise power.
Fig. 4 plots the simulation results. For j�f j � �5Hz, the interference
residual error power is less than� 30 dBW which is far below the orig-
inal input interfering signal power of�13 and�19 dBW. This residual
error power level is no longer a threat to weak signal (of power level
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Fig. 3. Partition of projection subspace into sequential subblocks for reduced projection error.

Fig. 4. Simulated projection error as a function of Doppler frequency error.

between �40 to �36 dBW) acquisition. As the �f increases to about
50 Hz, the interference residual error power reaches the corresponding
input interfering signal power level. The partitioned subspace projec-
tion method loses its effectiveness. In a steady-state tracking mode,
however, �f is typically within a few Hz which guarantees that the
projection method will have negligible interference residual power to
impact the weak signal acquisition.

We also simulated inputs that are quantized using an 8-bit ADC
sampled at 5 MHz frequency. The result for strong signal SNR =
�13 dBW is shown in Fig. 4 as a comparison. For this type of high-end
receiver, the quantization raised the projection error levels consider-
ably for j�f j � �5 Hz. But the amount of the project error is
still about 20 dB below the original strong signal power. For low-end
receivers with only 1–2 bit ADCs, the interference residual error will
be too large for the method to be effective.

IV. INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION ALGORITHM

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To evaluate the effectiveness of the partitioned projection method
in canceling strong signal interference, we applied the algorithm as de-
picted in Fig. 5 to simulated GPS signals. The figure shows the block di-
agram for one data block processing. The strong satellite signal param-
eters (Doppler frequency fsidm, code phase nsi0m, carrier phase �sicm, and
navigation data on the strong signals) are obtained from the batchbased
software tracking routines. These parameters are used to construct the
interference subspace SSS. Projection of the input signal onto this sub-
space,PPP sy, provides an estimate of the interference signal. The differ-
ence between the input and the projection �y[n] contains negligible
weak signal contributions, noise, and projection error �"[n]. Coherent
integration of�y[n]within this block of data is performed. The result is
then non-coherently integrated with the output of coherent integrations

Fig. 5. Self-interference removal and weak signal acquisition algorithm.

of previous data blocks. The resulting peak integration value is com-
pared with a predetermined threshold to determine if weak signal ac-
quisition has been successful. Successfully acquired weak signals will
be further processed through tracking loops. If the integration peak is
below the threshold, the next data block will be read and the above pro-
cessing will be repeated. This process is repeated until the weak signal
is acquired, or when the total data length exceeds a preset maximum
value.

We implemented the weak signal acquisition algorithm described in
[15]. This method applies the FFT-based coherent integration proce-
dure to consecutive 10-ms input data blocks, generating 100 Hz output
frequency bins. If the receiver front end bandwidth is 2 MHz, this co-
herent integration will lead to a processing gain of 43 dB. The presence
of a weak signal navigation data bit within a data block will degrade the
coherent integration gain of that block. The processing gain associated
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Fig. 6. Acquisition success rate as a function of the weak signal input C=N
before (dashed line) and after (solid line) application of interference cancellation
for inputs having 0, 1, 2, and 3 strong signals in the inputs. The strong signal
C=N is (a) 50 dB/Hz and (b) 44 dB/Hz.

with the non-coherent integration has been documented in [15]. There
are several methods that allow block-based software acquisition algo-
rithms to overcome the impact of the navigation data bit on acquisition
[1], [12]. Therefore, we omit the weak signal navigation data issue here
to focus on the performance of interference cancellation.

We performed weak signal acquisition using 200-ms data partitioned
into 10-ms blocks, sampled by an 8-bit ADC at 5 MHz. Fig. 6 plots the
acquisition success rate as a function of the weak signal C=N0. The
solid curves are obtained from input that originally contained 1, 2, and
3 strong signals, respectively. All strong signals’ C=N0 are 50 dB/Hz
in Fig. 6(a) and 44 dB/Hz in Fig. 6(b). For comparison, the dashed lines
are the acquisition results of applying acquisition algorithms directly to
the input data prior to interference cancellation. The symbol “�” indi-
cates the weak signal acquisition algorithm performance when there is
no strong signal in the input. The input signal’s Doppler frequencies
and code and carrier phases are assigned uniformly distributed random
values within their allowed ranges. Each data point is the result of 500
simulation runs. Note that the acquisition success rate obtained having
one, two, and three strong signals after interference removal is compa-
rable to the results when no strong signal is present. Without interfer-
ence cancellation, the weak signal detection rate is nearly 0 across the

Fig. 7. Weak signal acquisition performance without strong signal interference
mitigation: (a) Weak signal acquisition success rate as a function of inputC=N
in the presence of three strong interfering signals whoseC=N is indicated in the
legend. (b) The minimum weak signal’s inputC=N to achieve 90% successful
acquisition rate as a function of co-existing strong signal C=N .

board for strong signal withC=N0 = 50dB/Hz. For strong signals with
C=N0 = 44dB/Hz, the weak signal acquisition performance improves
as the weak signal C=N0 approaches 27 dB/Hz, despite the presence
of the strong signals. Also note that the number of strong signals in the
input data does not affect the interference cancellation performance.

We further performed simulations to acquire weak signals without
interference cancellation for a wider range of input signal levels.
Fig. 7(a) showed the weak signal acquisition success rate for input
containing one strong satellite. The strong and weak signal C=N0

ranges 44�50 dB/Hz and 23�33 dB/Hz, respectively. Each data
point is obtained from 500 simulation runs. From this figure we can
estimate the input weak signal C=N0 at which its acquisition success
rate reaches 90%. Fig. 7(b) plots this weak signal C=N0 as a function
of the strong signal C=N0. This figure shows that without interference
cancellation, there is an almost linear relationship between the strong
signal power and the minimum input weak signal power that meets
the 90% detection rate. For a strong signal with C=N0 = 50 dB/Hz
and 44 dB/Hz, the minimum weak signal power levels at which we
can guarantee 90% detection rate are 31.6 dB/Hz and 26.2 dB/Hz,
respectively. We also performed simulations for the cases where two
and three signals co-exist with the weak signals. The results are nearly
identical to the one strong signal case.

Our earlier simulation results, as shown Fig. 6, indicate that when
there is no strong signal in the input, this algorithm requires the weak
signal C=N0 = 25 dB/Hz in order to achieve a 90% detection rate.
Compared to the results shown in Fig. 7(b), we conclude that the pres-
ence of a signal with C=N0 = 44 dB/Hz raises the detectable weak
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signal level by about 1.2 dB. For each additional 1 dB increase in the
strong signal power level, the weak signal level having a 90% detection
rate increases by �0.93 dB.

The partitioned projection method is computationally feasible to im-

plement. This is evident from observing (2):
$

S 2 Cn�m and ~y 2 Cn�1

where m is the number of strong signals in the input and n is the
number of input data samples in one partition. Assuming m = 3

and n = 50 000 (10-ms data block sampled at 5 MHz), (3) involves
7.5�105 multiplications. Considering that the weak signal acquisition
operation on the same 10-ms data using frequency domain coherent in-
tegration method requires � 1:05� 10

6 multiplications [15, pp. 139],
this computational cost is quite reasonable.

The partitioned subspace projection method is a robust and efficient
method compared to the methods described in [4]–[6]. References [4]
and [5] use modified despreading codes that were different from the
weak signal PRN code under acquisition and the method breaks down
in the presence of four or more strong signals. The post-correlation
cross-correlation mitigation method presented in [6] was shown to be
able to detect weak signals co-existing with up to four strong signals
that were each 23 dB stronger, although there is no statistical perfor-
mance data presented in [6]. And this method requires a large number
of correlators in implementation. As shown in Fig. 6(a), the partitioned
subspace projection method achieves 90% weak signal detection rate
with three 23 dB+ strong signals. Our additional simulations involving
up to six strong signals in the input show that the partitioned subspace
projection method performance is not much affected by the number of
strong signals. The one disadvantage associated with the partitioned
subspace projection method is the requirement on the ADC resolution.
The simulation results presented in this correspondence are all based
on an 8-bit ADC. The method is not effective if only 1- or 2-bit ADCs
are used in the front end.

V. CONCLUSION

This correspondence presents a partitioned subspace projection
method to mitigate the cross-correlation interference on weak GPS
signal acquisition. The partitioned projection method divides the input
data into subblocks. Batch-based strong signal tracking loop outputs
are used to construct the interference subspace for each subblock.
Subspace projection and interference cancellation are performed
for each individual subblock. Weak signal acquisition is performed
coherently over each subblock. The outputs of the coherent inte-
grations are non-coherently integrated to further improve the weak
signal acquisition processing gain. Our simulations show that the
partitioned subspace projection represents a good approximation
of the interference contribution to the total input. We successfully
applied weak signal acquisition to the difference between the input
and the projection. Simulations demonstrated the effectiveness of this
interference cancellation method for input that contains one, two, and
three strong signals in the possible strong signal power range.

Our simulation also demonstrated the impact of self-interference on
the outcome of the weak signal acquisition procedure. We showed that
the presence of a GPS signal with C=N0 = 44 dB/Hz raises the min-
imum detectable weak signal level by approximately 0.93 dB for every
1 dB increase in the strong signal power level. The number of strong
signals does not appear to affect the results.
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